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Adi Nes makes large-scale color staged photographs charged with a slyly audacious theatricality, symbolism, and sexuality that both surprises and informs. Using hired models and teams of assistants, he carefully constructs dramatic scenes to be frozen by the camera’s shutter.

Set in actual locations, Nes’ images depict commonplace subjects from contemporary life in his country: soldiers on military exercises, boys in rough-edged housing projects, women and children enacting street dramas. Although they employ real people, places, and themes, Nes’ photographs are not strictly naturalistic. From scouting locations to providing costumes and props, to renting lighting equipment and wind machines, Nes leaves no elements of his compositions to chance. He carefully creates a heightened realism that alchemically transforms everyday life in Israel.

Mythology and art history inspire many of Nes’ photographs. Among his sources are the stories of biblical figures and Greek and Roman gods, paintings by Leonardo da Vinci and Caravaggio, and historic photographs documenting the founding of Israel. Like tableaux vivants, in which actors reenact the static compositions of famous paintings or events, Nes photographs allow him to collapse ancient and modern eras as well as personal and cultural allegories. The images allow him to consider his existence as a gay man and an Israeli, “I am interested in the gap that exists between objective reality, and the reality that exists in my mind,” he says. Mixing artifice and real life, Nes’ work allows him to simultaneously inhabit significant moments and displace his preoccupations into aestheticized realms. Because they focus primarily on men, the photographs enable Nes to consider the objects of his desire as well as connect himself with connoisseurs of the male form ranging from Michelangelo to Robert Mapplethorpe. Because they frame daily life in Israel in mythological or art-historical contexts, the works enable the artist to look for abiding truths in a troubled present.

Nes’ first staged photographs, the Soldiers Series, considers the role of the army in Israel. The powerful Israeli Defense Force is central to the country’s self-image, and the role you play in it is crucial to your social standing and career opportunities. Like all Israeli men and women, Nes was required to serve in the military, and he landed a prestigious assignment as an air traffic controller at a desert airbase. However, he found himself serving at pivotal periods in his own life and the life of Israel. He was a young gay man in his country’s most macho institution and a soldier for a nation engaged in a process of self-examination.

During the 1990s, as Israel approached its fiftieth anniversary, a new skepticism toward its cultural legends emerged. The country was no longer a hardscrabble land of idealistic Zionists; it was a booming, cosmopolitan nation with all the attendant problems. Increasingly, its citizens asked whether the country was, as its founders believed, a good kid in a bad neighborhood or a bully cruelly repressing the Palestinians. Young artists like Nir Hod and musicians like Aviv Geffen openly expressed undercurrents of dissent. They questioned mandatory military service as well as conventional gender roles—something shocking in a place where adolescent existential angst traditionally took a back seat to patriotic duty. The 1995 assassination of Israeli Artist Adi Nes makes large-scale color staged photographs charged with a slyly audacious theatricality, symbolism, and sexuality that both surprises and informs. Using hired models and teams of assistants, he carefully constructs dramatic scenes to be frozen by the camera's shutter.
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Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin by a right-wing Israeli, a traumatic event that disrupted a promising peace process and revealed vast rifts in Israeli society, intensified the nation’s soul-searching. Nes’ Soldiers Series simultaneously illuminates the spectrum of masculine identity and investigates the mythology of one of the bedrock institutions of Israel.

The first photographs in the series envisioned the army as a circus, with models in military dress posing as tightrope walkers, fire-eaters, acrobats, and strong men. While celebrating male beauty, these images also consider what Nes calls “muscular Judaism,” a cocky derring-do integral to the image of the Sabra, the native-born Israeli nicknamed for the prickly sweet cactus pear. Nes states, “Israeli manhood in this case is aggressive and show-offy. . . . There is an element in Zionism, which is given expression in literature and film, that is taken from Greek mythology: eternal youth, the unblemished warrior, excellence in meeting challenges, self-sacrifice for the homeland. . . . It’s a form of power that is meant to show itself and not necessarily to protect the society.”

An untitled image from 1995 (Nes never gives his photographs titles) emblemizes the artist’s subversive approach. Its configuration borrowed from a Christian pieta, the photograph shows a medic treating a wounded soldier. Instead of bandages, however, this soldier applies stage makeup to his patient. Absurdly tender and theatrical, this image makes obvious the melodrama of Nes’ approach, while also tragically highlighting the real horrors of combat. Other military scenes similarly combine allegory and satire.

Several works from the Soldiers Series tackle icons of modern Israeli military history. One restages a famous 1949 photograph of soldiers raising a homemade flag over the Red Sea city of Eilat—Israel’s equivalent to American photographer Joe Rosenthal’s shot of marines raising the Stars and Stripes over Iwo Jima. In Nes’ version, however, the Star of David banner is conspicuously absent, suggesting a vacuum of ideals. Another image, based on a famous Life Magazine cover image of soldier Yossi Ben-Hanan celebrating victory in the 1967 Six-Day War by brandishing his assault rifle while splashing in the Suez Canal. In Nes’ updated version, five handsome, muscular soldiers frolic together in a pool of dark water, radiating a self-satisfied glamour that seems more Hollywood than Holy Land.

Nes’ newest works consider the civilian sphere and life in rural cities. Born in Kiryat Gat, a “development town” populated mostly by recent immigrants in the northern Negev desert, he is familiar with the difficult conditions.
experienced by many of Israel’s newest and poorest citizens. Nes is especially interested in representations of Mizrahim, or Jews from Asia. The son of an Iranian father and a Kurdistani mother, the artist knows firsthand the subtle prejudices experienced by dark-skinned Israelis and frequently casts them as his protagonists. In a portrait of an adolescent Mizrahi boy with a bird on his shoulder, for instance, Nes creates a contemporary Nimrod, a mighty hunter from the Old Testament. Among the inspirations for the image is a well-known 1939 sandstone sculpture of Nimrod by Yitzhak Danziger, a member of the Canaanite Movement, which tried to connect the first Jewish settlers in Palestine to pagan peoples described in the Old Testament as a means of circumventing centuries of Arabic and Muslim influences. Speaking of Danziger’s iconic figure, Nes says, “My Nimrod is not cut from sandstone but rather lives in a sandy town. He is not a hunter; he is a survivor. Like other teenagers in my pictures, he tries to build his own world in the backyards of a barren town.”

Often, Nes interweaves social commentary and personal memories, creating images that seem part documentary and part dreamscape. An image of six boys sleeping in a barren room was inspired by a newspaper photograph illustrating an article about a poor family. When he noticed the photograph was staged, Nes was compelled to create his own version in an apartment specially rented for the occasion. While working with his hired models—again chosen for their Middle-Eastern features—childhood memories of sleepovers with friends, of hordes of cousins descending on his house, and of a friend abused by his parents came flooding back. Nes realized he was creating a multiple self-portrait, a composite image of his young selves.

Other works read as trenchant allegories of the clashes of values in contemporary Israel. An image of boys skulking next to a burning playground slide suggests that the country is not the paradise for children its founders intended it to be. A photograph of boys grappling in front of a faded socialist-realist-style mural of industrious fishermen—a scene the artist says is inspired by the Rape of Dionysus—contrasts the country’s utopian ideals with its violent reality. A scene of a boy lying on a street surrounded by grieving women, inspired by boyhood memories of seeing a contemporary struck by a car, becomes in Nes’ conception an image of the death of Adonis, the “most Greek of the Greek gods,” and a divine tragedy set in a place where violence can surprise you at any time, on any street corner. And a portrait of a man lifting a boy over his head, enacted by two members of a Capoeira club in a suburb of Tel Aviv, becomes an emblem of same-sex connection or possibly even an updated version of Abraham’s sacrifice of Isaac.

While his photographs clearly tackle timeless and timely subjects—life, death, war, love, and religion in the Middle East—Nes makes nothing explicit. Using the distancing lenses of art and legend, he deftly suggests, yet never defines, the allegories, dramas, and erotics latent in his contemporary subjects. Nes describes his artistic goals in straightforward terms: “I am bringing the presence of the other into the public discourse. The photographs make comments on Israeli manliness, on the social realm and also on the composition and lighting of photographs.” At the same time, the artist also acknowledges a greater symbolism informing his project: “Israeli light, you know, is harsh and searing, it creates deep contrasts. What are we if not a people of contrasts who are always doing battle between the dark and the light, between what is shadowed and glaring?”

An outsider in a country like no other, Nes is aware of parallels between his own quest for self-realization and the odyssey of Israel. He rereads historical precedents as a means of legitimizing his own life and of framing his young country’s travails in the continuum of world culture. In the process, Nes creates his own personal and cultural pantheon—a collection of everyday myths and masterpieces—which serves as a bridge between past and present, tragedy and triumph, fear and hope, fact and fiction, the individual and the world.

TOBY KAMPS, CURATOR
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